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A Little Guide to Wild
Flowers

Charlotte Voake

Learn how to identify different wild flowers and find out more about
what is growing in your local area. The informative guide is
accompanied by watercolour illustrations and is a good choice of
book if you want to get out and about to do some plant-spotting.

The Little Gardener

Emily Hughes

A beautifully illustrated story about a very tiny boy who works hard
to tend to a struggling garden. The garden is wild and unruly and the
boy works with persistence to try and make something beautiful grow
there.

The Enormous Potato

Aubrey Davis

This is the classic Enormous Turnip story retold with a potato. After
the potato turns into the biggest potato in the world, the farmer must
call for reinforcements in order to get the potato out of the ground.

Bonkers About
Beetroot

Cath Jones & Chris Jevons

This is a truly original picture book that, like its name, is just a bit
bonkers! It tells the story of an innovative zebra who is looking for a
way to bring in visitors to Sunset Safari Park to save it from being
closed down. In true entrepreneurial spirit, Zebra decides to grow the
world’s most enormous beetroot which, with a nod to the story of the
Enormous Turnip, becomes so big that the only thing to do is to eat
it. However, eating the beetroot has unintentional and colourful
consequences for Zebra in a humorous twist.

Wangari's Trees of
Peace: A True Story
from Africa

Jeanette Winter

This beautiful and factual picture book about Wangari Maathai is
inspiring and full of hope. The devastating impact of deforestation is
made starkly clear but it is counterbalanced by the actions taken by
first Wangari Maathai and then more and more women until millions
of trees had been planted and healing began.

